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notes
[1] the small blacks dots [ ] represent 1mm holes that i make on the template.
this allows ffor quick pin-point positioning of all relevant parts of the plan.
[2] spine length is 18.125” / 460 mm ... 0.06” cf bow [2-10mph / 3-16kph wind]
[3] *
determining the lower bridle point

from bruce lambert’s
t’ “north american style fighter kites”” cd
t’s
used with permission
cd available at http://nafka.net/nafkacd/

af er you have finished making the kite,
aft
te, find its static nose to tail balance poin
point
along the spine.
to find the balance point, position the kite spine on the tip of your finger or
the eraser end of a pencil. move the kite
ite back and fforth to find where it will
balance. mark that point on the spine.
measure the distance from the balance point to the cross point of the bo
bow
and spine.
whatever that distance is, measure an equal distance toward the tail from the
balance point and make a mark on the spine. this is the lower bridle attachment
point.
f example, find the nose to tail balance point of your kite and mark it on the
for
spine.
when you measure from the balance point to the cross point of the bow and
spine let’s
’’ss say the distance is 5”
5”.. you then measure 5” from the balance point
toward the tail of the spine and make a mark on the spine; this is your lower
bridle attachment point.

